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1. Introduction

Every day, we consume products manufactured
all around the globe: Coffee and chocolate, clothing, sporting goods, and electronics. All of this
creates prosperity for us while people in global
supply chains often work under miserable conditions. Even some of our favorite brands‘ suppliers frequently disregard fundamental human
rights, such as the prohibition of child labor.
On January 1, 2023, the Act on Corporate Due
Diligence Obligations in Supply Chains, often referred to as Supply Chain Act or LkSG (Lieferkettensorgfaltspflichtengesetz), will come into
force in Germany. It intends to initiate the longneeded improvement of fundamental social
standards and human rights in global supply
chains, and it has enormous implications:
The new law covers large German corporations
but also affects small companies that act as
their suppliers – SMEs both from Germany and
abroad. The European Union is in the legislation
process at the same time. All member states of
the EU will eventually enshrine the EU supply
chain directive on a national level. As a result,

the decisions also affect non-EU corporations,
such as Swiss or American companies operating
in EU countries.
Now, the main challenge for enterprises is establishing a transparent and legally secure supply
chain. In the case of non-compliance with due
diligence obligations, companies will have to pay
fines soon. Thus, it requires a particularly efficient monitoring solution for seamless tracking
of the entire supply chain - from the source of
raw materials to the end customer and the proper disposal of production waste and pollutants.
This white paper presents a solution that can
meet a considerable amount of these new requirements: Blockchain Technology creates
supply chain transparency, facilitates data management, and ensures full compliance with the
latest Supply Chain Act. Incidentally, companies
can use the new regulations as an opportunity
for digital transformation: Blockchain-based applications not only help implement the legal requirements. In addition, they create competitive
advantages in the future global market.

Human rights standards to be safeguarded by social and environmental requirements as defined by
the German Supply Chain Act [§ 2 LkSG]:
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slavery, and torture,

fair labor conditions

concerning production

working in global
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and salaries, and the
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supply chains
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that are harmful

protection of children

to health
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2. Basic data on the Supply Chain Act

The Supply Chain Act in Germany and the EU directive for due diligence obligations force businesses of specific sizes to implement far-reaching
measures to protect fundamental rights. The introduction takes place in two steps.

The LkSG covers both companies headquartered in Germany and companies with a branch
office in Germany.

EU member states must implement the new requirements imposed by the EU directive within
two years of its official adoption.
The directive will cover both EU limited liability
corporations and non-EU corporations operating
in states of the EU generating sales, as displayed
on the right [3].

As the LkSG is a transitional law [2], it is still
unclear exactly how things will continue in Germany after 2025. However, it can be beneficial
for smaller companies to prepare for a solution
as early as possible.

1.01.2023

Companies with 3,000+ employees

1.01.2024

Companies with 1,000+ employees

From 2023

Companies with 500+ employees and a net
sale of 150+ Mio EURO per year

From 2025

Companies with 250+ employees and a net
sale of 40+ Mio EURO per year operating
in high-impact industries ( such as textiles,
food, minerals, some chemicals, ...)

How does the Supply Chain Act impact SMEs?
SMEs do not (yet) fall directly within the scope
of the EU Directive and the LkSG. Nevertheless, the law can impact SMEs if they act as
suppliers of the companies targeted. Corporations can, for example, require direct suppliers to implement due diligence processes.
However, unlike buyers, suppliers do not have
to expect sanctions.

To guide SMEs, the Federal Ministry for Economic
Cooperation and Development offers a new online tool. The compass helps companies better
understand social and environmental risks and
establish LkSG-compliant processes. Moreover,
it is anonymous and free of charge [4].
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3. Demands and due diligence obligations

The German government calls for fully traceable
steps to demonstrate corporate social responsibility and safeguard human rights. It encompasses the enterprise‘s own business area as well as
direct suppliers and – in some cases – indirect
suppliers worldwide.

1

The Act also ensures legal certainty for companies and fair conditions of competition in the
global market. Chapter 6 examines how due
diligence requirements can be operationalized
using Blockchain Technology.

Due diligence obligations in the enterprise’s business area

1.

Setting up a risk management system with clearly defined internal accountability,

2.

Performing regular risk analyses,

3.

Issuing a policy statement on corporate human rights strategy,

4.

Laying down preventive measures to avert human rights violations,

5.

Taking remedial action immediately in the event of legal violations,

6.

Establishing a complaints procedure for people in the supply chain, and

7.

Continuous documentation and transparent public reporting

2
•
•
•
•

_

Due diligence obligations regarding direct suppliers
(Contractual partners of a company)

Contractual assurance to respect human rights
Annual risk analyses and agreed control mechanisms
Implementing prevention and remediation measures
Offering training and education

3

_

Due diligence obligations regarding indirect suppliers
(Suppliers of the contractual partner)

• Risk analyses on a given occasion
• Concepts to end or minimize violations that occurred
or that are imminent

[§ 3-10 LkSG]
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4. Regulatory inspection, sanctions, and liability

In the event of negligent or intentional violations
of the LkSG, companies must expect sanctions.
The amount of fines depends on total turnover
and the extent and duration of the breach of
duty. Businesses violating the Act can also be
excluded from awarding public contracts for
up to three years in case of a penalty of more
than 175,000 EURO [§ 22 LkSG].
Additionally, human rights violations identified in
a company‘s supply chain through a risk-based
inspection can cause aggravating reputational
damage. Consequences like this can be more
severe, especially if breaches have gone unnoticed for a long time. Restoring a brand image
built up for decades likely costs much more than
the fines listed below. Furthermore, this can also
affect the public appearance of other companies
in a business relationship with the perpetrator,
including SMEs.

The BAFA (Federal Office for Economic Affairs
and Export Control) is responsible for enforcing
the LkSG in Germany. It reviews and monitors
compliance with due diligence requirements,
identifies violations, and imposes fines. To support companies, the BAFA also develops and publishes handouts [5].
There should be no liability for the behavior of
third parties in the supply chain. Companies
must only prove they are making efforts to comply with due diligence obligations, look at risks
and grievances, prevent violations, and take remedial actions [6]. However, the LkSG does not
affect or change existing liability bases. Lastly,
terminating a business relationship with a direct
supplier is required if there is a severe violation or
remedial measures remain ineffective [§ 7 LkSG].

Fines can be up to 2% of a company‘s annual turnover if it records 400+ million EURO worldwide. In addition, depending on the individual case, § 24 of the LkSG also applies, for example:

Up to

Up to

Up to

800.000 EURO

500.000 EURO

100.000 EURO

in case of lack of complaint

in case of incomplete risk

when violating, for example,

procedure or if companies

analysis or if companies

obligations to keep records

did not carry out required

did not monitor and update

for at least seven years

measures in time

required measures in time

(e.g., due to data loss)
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5. Critical review

Instead of diplomatically helping to eliminate
grievances in global supply chains and investing
in a more sustainable economy, for companies,
the Act means two things above all: legal uncertainty and a massive increase in bureaucracy. As
a result, companies waste resources on paperwork – resources desperately needed elsewhere,
where they could make a difference. Moreover, if
companies increasingly withdraw from risk areas
outside of Europe, non-EU competitors could expand their positions without restraints. Thus, in
the worst case, the law could worsen the international situation concerning human rights. These statements are part of the harshest criticism
of the announcement of the Supply Chain Act in
Germany in June 2021, titled Mehr schlecht als
Menschenrecht [7].
The new regulations usher in an urgently needed
paradigm shift: The exemplary concept of corporate social responsibility that was rather voluntary before will now be mandatory. Strict regulatory control will enforce the change. However,
this does not make it any easier for companies to
implement the requirements. In addition, some
weaknesses and loopholes still cause the Act to
be less effective than it should be.
Regardless, why is there a need for legal regulation? Why did only 13-17% of German companies
[8] comply with the voluntary propositions of the
National Action Plan (NAP) on Business and Human Rights? Was it solely the pursuit of the most
significant profit possible - both at the expense
of the people and the environment and at the
cost of brand reputation and legal security? Or
are there any other reasons?
Many companies know too little about their value chain, especially about indirect suppliers at
the beginning of the supply chain. The LkSG,
however, does not contribute to improving this

level of knowledge. It primarily relates to direct
suppliers when, in fact, many human rights violations occur in the deeper layers of the supply
chain, most frequently in developing countries.
Indirect suppliers only need to be scrutinized
when the company gains „substantiated knowledge“ of a possible breach of duty [§ 9 LkSG].
Therefore, the problem remains as the new regulations do not address it directly.
Furthermore, the transitional law only covers the
600 largest companies in Germany, even though
small companies can also have a severe impact,
especially if they are active in the high-risk, highimpact industries [9]. In this respect, the LkSG is
much less consistent than the EU Directive.

The question of feasibility, mainly from
a technical perspective, may have been
another reason for the lack of voluntary
implementation of the NAP requirements.
Now, it arises again: companies still need
to look for a reliable technology that enables continuous monitoring of the entire
supply chain comprising thousands of
suppliers worldwide. However, a law put
down in writing does not provide the technology or solution needed. Companies
are forced to discover one themselves.

While the step towards legal bindingness is crucial for the global economy, companies still need
to face significant challenges. Most of all, businesses must find a technical solution suitable for
implementing the new requirements to comply
with due diligence obligations.

5

6. Implementation of the Supply Chain Act
Using Blockchain Technology
There is an enormous need for action concerning supply chain transparency: supply chains
include thousands of suppliers from many different countries and are becoming increasingly
complex. As a result, many companies do not
know whether raw materials are actually mined
under acceptable conditions, whether employees receive fair wages or whether contaminated production waste is handled correctly. Let
alone how to keep track of it.

Distributed ledger technology, better known as
Blockchain, offers one of the best solutions to
this task. More precisely, the technology can be
the basis for a wide variety of applications that
cover a large part of the new requirements better than any other solution. However, what does
the operationalization of due diligence obligations look like using a Blockchain platform? How
does it help sustainability and corporate social
responsibility?

Still, the latest Supply Chain Act requires complete transparency. Hence it places high demands on the data management of the businesses affected directly and indirectly: From 2023,
all data must be continuously collected, stored,
analyzed, and made publicly available across all
companies‘ and countries‘ boundaries.

The following explanations are an explorative guide for businesses to set up global
supply chains in a transparent, legally secure, and future-proof manner using contemporary Blockchain solutions.

How a Blockchain works
Most companies store data on traditional servers in one central location. However, these
centralized databases are vulnerable to ransomware attacks, blackouts, data loss, or leaks.
Information can easily be tampered with or
made inaccessible. Sensible data can be stolen
or eradicated in a matter of seconds.
By contrast, Blockchain Technology makes it
possible to store data in a decentralized and
forgery-proof manner in multiple locations simultaneously. For this, several actors are linked
to each other as the „blocks“ of the Blockchain.
Each block receives a copy of all the cryptographically encrypted records and, depending on
its function, permissions to read or add specific
data. The digital concatenation of these blocks
thus creates a globally distributed ledger.

Manipulating data stored on the Blockchain
is almost impossible. Since all blocks contain
identical copies of the records no single actor
can alter, it is easy to auhtenticate information
and verify data has not been changed at any
given time.
As a result, Blockchain-based systems are an
ideal foundation for fraud prevention and seamless supply chain monitoring. Data are captured across the entire supply chain; inputs
cannot be tampered with or invalidated in the
context of the LkSG or the EU directive and full
compliance is garantueed. The transparency,
resilience, efficiency, and agility gained can
ultimately help sustainable busniesses expand
competitiveness in the global market, for example, in connection with the Circular Economy.
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Use Case „Circular Economy“

Some corporations already use modern Blockchain solutions to protect their value chains
against brand and product counterfeiting [10].
Another application example is Blockchain-supported GPS tracking for theft prevention and
localization of containers and deliveries. Similar
systems with GPS location devices enable realtime monitoring of waste management and recycling [11] ermöglicht.
In the context of the Circular Economy, Blockchain Technology promises to reduce resource
consumption and waste production through increased transparency and better coordination
of process flows. On top of that, businesses can
also track and trace other sustainability processes via a Blockchain platform.
Consumers also want to know whether a purchased product is sustainable. Companies can store
the desired data such as fair trade certificates or
validated CO2-data on the Blockchain and make
it available via a customer interface. Buyers
thus can retrieve unaltered data via their smart-

phones by scanning NFC tags or QR codes on the
product packaging. Therefore, it becomes much
easier to prove brand authenticity and identify
counterfeit pharmaceuticals, for example.
Blockchain is the only technology available to ensure that corporations themselves do not change
any records. Data on the origin of raw materials,
for example, is entered on a tamper-proof Blockchain by manufacturers and suppliers abroad to
promote the authenticity of corporate communication on sustainability efforts.
After a purchase, the buyer can register as the
rightful owner of a branded product to provide
proof of ownership at any time. Furthermore,
when consumers scan a QR code at the drop-off
point, companies can reward them via the same
platform for helping the Circular Economy. Meanwhile, companies benefit from new types of
customer intimacy and brand loyalty. In the future, it is even possible to track the change of
ownership on the Blockchain when reselling second-hand products [12].

Abb.
Blockchain Use Case for the Circular
Economy: Tracing back the entire
value chain to boost sustainable
development goals.
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(1) Risk management and risk analysis

The LkSG stipulates that companies must establish an effective risk management system.
Furthermore, it must embed processes in all relevant business operations to identify and take
action against human rights violations and environmental risks in the supply chain. To this
end, the executive board must define internal
responsibilities, for example, by appointing a
human rights officer [§ 4 LkSG].

Regular risk analyses in the company‘s area of
business and that of direct suppliers follow. Those responsible must weigh and prioritize risks
identified and communicate these to the decision-makers (e.g., the management board). Risk
analyses must be carried out at least once a year
and on a given occasion (e.g., when a company
introduces a new product) [§ 5 LkSG].

First risk analysis

1

Determine the status quo

4

How compliant is the company already?
Get an overview of direct and indirect
suppliers, responsibilities in the supply
chain, and CSR concepts and sustainability measures that have already been implemented.

2

Create a list of possible risks

Add to the list and arrange the relevant
risk fields - e.g., by country, products,
components, materials, or particularly
risk-affine production steps in the manufacturing process.

5

Conduct research
What is the local situation for direct suppliers? Research local human rights initiatives and NGOs, and news to gain insights. Conduct personal conversations
with suppliers and employees. If necessary, visit relevant suppliers to check for
LkSG criteria on site.

Create risk tables
Using a risk matrix, create risk tables to
weigh and prioritize risks according to the
likelihood of a human rights violation or
environmental damage occurring and its
potential severity.

List all potential social and environmental
risks, as well as the groups of people affected (e.g., children between the ages of
4 and 15 or residents living in the vicinity
of a supplier facility).

3

Select relevant risk fields

6

Communication and automation
Communicate the identified risks to the
management. Draft a suitable human
rights strategy and start developing measures. Plan the long-term automation of
this process using appropriate technologies such as Blockchain Technology.
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Blockchain-enabled risk monitoring

The first risk analysis involves the most significant effort. The prerequisite is the transparency of the entire supply chain – from the source and
procurement of materials through all manufacturing processes to the
sale, delivery, and disposal. However, the information required is spread
across various suppliers and incompatible programs, digitized and nondigitized, or not yet available at all. A Blockchain platform dramatically facilitates the collection and processing of large data volumes, thus
creating the necessary transparency.

Connecting all parties in the supply chain to a Blockchain
platform enables comprehensive risk monitoring on a single but decentralized platform. Moreover, it provides security and can be easily integrated with various technologies
and existing applications.

Combining Blockchain with other technologies, such as GPS, NFC, and
many others provides the optimal basis for the automation of risk monitoring processes. Digital devices and sensors on site can collect measurements and transmit unaltered values to the platform. It is beneficial,
for example, when measuring pollutant levels or drinking water contamination in specific factories where laborers continually handle harmful
chemicals such as pesticides or textile dyes.
So-called decentralized identifiers (DID) – unique tags for each person‘s digital identity [13] – can map all individual actions of persons involved in a process. For example, working hours can be recorded via
RFID chips and stored tamper-proof to eliminate excessive overtime and
ensure fair payment [14]. Immutable time stamps prove what happened
at what point in the supply chain and who was there. Since data are stored in a decentralized way, they can no longer be changed, increasing
the reliability of the risk analysis.
A Blockchain that combines a wide variety of applications on one platform is very flexible and can be expanded without much effort. Suppose
a company introduces a new product; new suppliers can simply be added as a new block to become a part of the existing Blockchain.
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(2) Preventive measures and remedial actions

Preventive measures				

Remedial actions

The management must take into account all risks
identified. They require appropriate preventive
measures both in the business area of a company and vis-à-vis direct suppliers.

Whenever a company violates human rights or
environmental regulations within its business
area, it has to take remedial action immediately.

To this end, the management must adopt a policy statement on the human rights strategy to be
pursued. It must state exactly how the company
will comply with due diligence obligations, how
it intends to minimize risks, and list its expectations of employees and suppliers concerning human rights and environmental protection.

When a breach is identified within the business
area of a direct supplier, the following applies: if
immediate termination is not possible, the company has to set up a remediation concept with
a precise schedule to eliminate the violation or
limit its extent as far as possible.
At this point, the German law comes with some
tangible recommendations for implementation:

Furthermore, it includes:

1

the human rights strategy to be implemented in all relevant business
processes;

2

the development of sourcing and
purchasing practices, beginning with
the selection of direct suppliers;

3

the contractual assurance of direct
suppliers to respect and implement
expectations regarding human rights
and environmental issues;

4

the implementation of training and
education, both in the company itself
and in direct suppliers‘ businesses;

5

the introduction of control mechanisms to check whether every participant complies with the declared
human rights strategy and the
contractual agreements.

1

joint development of a plan to end or
minimize a human rights violation with
the perpetrators;

2

joining forces with other companies
(e.g., to form industry initiatives) to
increase the possibilities of exerting
influence on the perpetrators;

3

temporary pausing of the business
relationship until improvement occurs;

At least once a year, or on a given occasion, the corporation must review all measures to prevent violations and take remedial action to ensure their effectiveness
and update them if necessary. The policy
statement must also be updated if needed
[§ 6-7 LkSG].
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Real-time coordination and communication

Based on sound risk analysis, companies can draw up action plans. However, they must succeed in globally communicating and coordinating
the implementation steps with relevant suppliers. In particular, there
must be suitable means of monitoring the actual execution and effectiveness of the measures to prevent delays that are punishable by fines
under Section 24 of the LkSG.

A Blockchain-powered platform enables various operationalization options to securely communicate, coordinate, and
supervise the implementation of multiple individual actions
in real-time.

Prevention and remediation measures can be enforced using the technologies mentioned earlier (GPS, NFC, RFID, and others). They can
automatically collect and transmit data to a Blockchain platform in realtime. Those in charge receive immediate alerts about deviations and
problems and can respond quickly. This requires only one communication channel, far more secure than standard communication systems
such as email service providers. This further decreases the likelihood of
hacker attacks or data leaks.
Interfaces can connect the company with non-governmental organizations, trade unions, other initiatives, interest groups, and companies on
the ground to simplify the smooth collaboration. The goal is to successfully increase influence on a supplier whose operations caused grave
human rights violations. Additional stakeholders, business partners, and
authorities can access data via interfaces with precisely defined rights
to read and add data.
The use of a Blockchain is thus an overarching measure for prevention
in itself. In particular, it facilitates the coordination of complex processes. In addition, it prevents delayed reactions to a possible lack of implementation or erroneous execution of agreed measures. Sometimes,
when efforts are ineffective, the only option is to terminate the business
relationship. Despite the failure, however, the company can still prove
that it has fulfilled its due diligence obligations to the best of its knowledge and belief.

11

(3) Complaint procedure

Companies must develop a grievance mechanism that allows individuals to file complaints
and report risks and violations of corporate
due diligence obligations in the supply chain.

With this procedure, the German Supply Chain
Act intends to enable affected persons whose
rights are violated or threatened to contact the
BAFA or to sue for their rights in German courts.

They may also use an external tool, provided it
meets the criteria for the complaint mechanism
below. In addition, the company must review the
procedure‘s effectiveness at least once a year
and on given occasions. Updating ineffective
processes is obligatory [§ 8 LkSG].

In the future, they will be able to authorize NGOs
and trade unions to sue a company in their name
in Germany. Thus, the LkSG also reduces access
hurdles to German courts, such as high procedural costs or language barriers [15].

Requirements

The rules of procedure must

•
•
•
•
•
•

be clear and understandable,
be set out in writing,
contain information on accessibility,
competence, and implementation of
the process, and
be publicly accessible.

Those charged with carrying out the
procedure must

•
•
•
•
•

be impartial and independent,
adhere to the duty of confidentiality, and
must not be bound by instructions.

The procedure must

•
•
•
•

be accessible to affected persons,
protect the confidentiality of users‘
identities, and
ensure protection against being
disadvantaged or penalized as a result
of a complaint.

Whenever a complaint is received,
companies must

•
•
•

acknowledge receipt to the whistleblowers and discuss the facts
with them,
conduct a risk analysis, and
take preventive or corrective action,
if necessary.
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Data security, trust, and compliance

The complaints procedure must offer data security at the highest level
possible – in the interest of all parties. Ideally, it should enable companies to unambiguously prove that they meet the above criteria and comply with the law - which is not easy.
Suppose a company stores sensitive information and personal data from
the procedure on a centralized server. They can neither guarantee data
security nor can the authorities rule out the possibility of subsequent
processing and falsifying data. In the worst case, security gaps only
come to light through a data leak. This could be declared a negligent
breach of duty of care of corresponding duration and severity. In addition to negligence, cover-up attempts by defendants from a company‘s
ranks are possible and can have serious consequences. Unfortunately,
even the most honest business does not have total control over the honesty of their employees.

Blockchain Technology, on the other hand, is per se impartial and cannot be influenced. Moreover, it protects user data
and replaces the intermediary typically mediating between
two parties who do not know or trust each other – without
revealing their identities.

Thanks to the elimination of the intermediary and the integrity algorithmically inscribed in its code, Blockchain Technology creates a basis
of trust for constructive negotiations while preserving the anonymity
of users. Besides, companies do not need to know who filed a complaint. Nor can it be in a company‘s best interest to maintain the ability
to change submitted complaints or user data. Ultimately, the central feature of Blockchain as an anti-counterfeiting technology makes it all the
easier for the enterprise to demonstrate full compliance.

Furthermore, when processing complaints, companies benefit from a
gain in efficiency. Thanks to records stored with unique identifiers and
time stamps in the globally distributed register, they can quickly check
what happened at what time and with whom. Thus, they can distinguish admissible and inadmissible complaints in no time [16]. Finally, recording and processing complaints on a Blockchain allows companies
to make the status of processing and respective steps transparent to
whistleblowers or representatives via read-only interfaces in an automated manner.
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(4) Documentation and reporting

Companies must document all actions performed, collect all data required on an ongoing basis, and keep them for at least seven years to
comply with the LkSG.
In addition, companies must publish a annual
report on fulfilling due diligence obligations no
later than four months after the end of a fiscal
year. It must be available free of charge on the
company website for seven years [§ 10 LkSG].
Finally, companies must provide details and
hand over documents to the authority. It is important to note that this obligation also extends
to direct and indirect suppliers. In some instances, companies must obtain documents from
their suppliers to provide all information and evidence regarding the fulfillment of due diligence
obligations [§ 17 LkSG].

According to Section 10 of the LkSG, the required annual report must comprehensibly present

•
•
•
•

whether and - if so – which social and
environmental risks the corporation
identified in the past fiscal year,
which measures it implemented (including those in response to complaints),
how the company assesses the impact
and effectiveness of the actions taken,
and
what conclusions it draws from the assessment concerning future measures.

14

Forgery-proof records and legal security

A Blockchain platform can tremendously help companies meet stringent
data management requirements, minimize the additional bureaucratic
workload and reduce the error-prone nature of manual work.
When using centralized databases, companies can easily suffer from
server failures and loss of access, for example, due to a hacker attack.
By contrast, a Blockchain can guarantee access at all times. Irreversible
data loss is not possible as each block in the Blockchain contains an
identical copy of the securely encrypted data record. Even if a block
is destroyed, all others remain intact. This is the technical basis of the
Blockchain‘s anti-counterfeiting property. It allows for a description of
the technology as somewhat indestructible, which applies to the information stored on a Blockchain.

A Blockchain-based system for recording and storing required data in compliance with the new law serves both as fraud
prevention and an opportunity to provide solid evidence of
a company‘s LkSG compliance.

All processes and actions in the global supply chain can be recorded
and documented on a Blockchain – from the supplier selection process
to procurement and purchasing to international relationship management and complaint handling. Records are validated, time-stamped,
and tamper-proof.
Contracts, agreements, and other documents can be digitized and stored copy-protected. A privacy-protecting Blockchain can define the
write and read access of parties involved to exclude unauthorized thirdparty access to confidential data.
Subsequently, companies can automate the data processing on the
platform during continuous risk monitoring to a large extent. Creating
annual reports can also be automated via the Blockchain platform. In the
future, setting up an interface with read-only rights for the official supervisors and the public will go off without much effort [17].
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7. Conclusion

The Act on Corporate Due Diligence Obligations
in Supply Chains in Germany and the EU‘s Supply
Chain Directive require full supply chain transparency on a global scale. Thus, the regulatory
decisions place high demands on the data management operations of the companies covered.
In the context of the new Supply Chain Act,
Blockchain Technology allows:

1

the seamless tracking and risk monitoring of the entire supply chain thanks to
increased transparency

2

the smooth coordination and surveillance
of preventive measures, remedial actions,
and other international business processes in real-time,

3

the secure exchange of cryptographically
encrypted data and trust between all parties involved, remaining anonymous

A Blockchain-based platform can thus
fulfill a large part of the legal requirements, and companies can easily demonstrate compliance with supply chain due
diligence obligations.

Still, there are even more benefits and use cases
for companies. Beyond fulfilling legal requirements, Blockchain can serve as a solid foundation for a sustainable corporate social responsibility system [18].
Moreover, thanks to the high flexibility of the
technology, other areas can benefit from the increase in efficiency. For example, companies can
protect their supply chain against product piracy
and promote the Circular Economy.

the tamper-proof documentation of all
activities recorded with time stamps, and
protection against irreversible loss of
data.

In their dealings with consumers and the public,
companies are also laying the foundation for authentic sustainability communication and the future customer relationship on the newly created
digital basis of trust.

The easy automation of processes comes in handy as there is no need for working with many
individual incompatible applications, programs,
and systems. The management stays on top of
things while drastically reducing the susceptibility to human errors. Legal security is recaptured.

Accordingly, it is worthwhile for SMEs not yet affected to explore Blockchain solutions and move
toward initial preparations. Ultimately, the Supply Chain Act is just one of many solid arguments
for implementing a future technology that can
do much more than Bitcoin.

4
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Zürcherstrasse 66,
8800 Thalwil
Switzerland
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+41 44 515 6249
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www.ivault.app

Contact persons
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Martin Beyer

Founder and CEO of Vault Security Systems AG
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over 20 years of experience in various markets.
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many other software products.

Wer wir sind
Vault Security Systems AG aims to make efficient Blockchain applications for the supply chain
scalable, sustainable, and affordable. With award-winning Blockchain solutions for businesses,
we make a valuable contribution to the Circular Economy. Our green distributed ledger also protects against counterfeiting and increases consumer product safety. Embedded technologies such
as GPS, NFC or RFID, and IoT enable seamless tracking from source to end customer. Consumers
can then protect and lend their possessions in the ivault Mobile App.
Customer Happiness is at the forefront of our minds. We make our customers happy; we make your
customers happy too. You benefit from brand loyalty thanks to enhanced trust and security.
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Appendix: Evaluation criteria
for choosing a Blockchain provider

The public perception of the Blockchain is still
primarily biased toward Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, even though Bitcoin was solely
one application of the first Blockchain concept.
As a result, the underlying technological principle is repeatedly associated with the considerable energy consumption of the outdated Bitcoin
Blockchain but also with cybercrime and high investment risks. However, advanced Blockchain
Technologies have nothing to do with these latter problems of an unregulated crypto market in
the financial sector.
As Blockchains are decentralized and tamperproof, they can pose solutions to several complex problems in various industries. In particular,
it can support social change and contribute to

1

environmental protection [19] – if properly implemented and audited.
Programming and setting up a Blockchain platform is undoubtedly one of the more demanding
tasks in IT. Due to a lack of highly experienced
specialists, developing and implementing a
Blockchain platform in-house is even more difficult. Numerous technical requirements must
be considered. Otherwise, disadvantages may
arise. Therefore, working with an external Blockchain solution provider can be beneficial. The
following list contains evaluation criteria to support decision-makers in selecting a trustworthy
Blockchain solution provider with the competency needed.

The team – professional competence

1. Who develops, implements, and maintains the Blockchain? Who audits it?
2. Are there successful use cases, certificates, and awards?
3. Have there been security breaches in the past due to development errors or other incidents?

Blockchain-specific skills and qualifications are
more in demand than ever on the global market
but still exceptionally rare. It is not easy to unite
the necessary expertise in-house. A lack of Blockchain competency, however, can quickly lead to
severe mistakes and shortcomings during development, implementation and maintenance.

Considering this, collaborating with professional
business partners familiar with various use cases
is advisable. They have gathered many experts
with years of experience and extensive knowhow. When researching a reputable Blockchain
provider, check for certifications and awards to
verify expertise and trustworthiness.

In addition, for outsiders, there is a considerable
risk of manipulation when a company develops a
Blockchain. Due to a lack of decentralization, it
can easily be doubted whether the Blockchain is
tamper-proof, following the industrial standard,
and thus truly capable of providing unambiguous evidence. This negatively affects the authenticity of the solution.

In addition, look for evidence that positively evaluates the price-performance ratio, efficiency
and security, customer benefits, and customer
satisfaction.
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Sustainability and resource consumption

1. Which algorithm does the Blockchain use?
2. How much energy does the consensus mechanism require?
3. Is the energy obtained from a sustainable source?
4. What hardware is used? Is it usable over long periods?
Try to avoid computationally intensive consensus mechanisms. For example, the proof-of-work
(PoW) algorithm of the first generation of Blockchains (which includes Bitcoin) has gained much
attention for its high energy consumption in the
past few years. Modern Blockchain designs are based on much more sustainable methods and are
more efficient at the same time. They require only
a fraction of the energy consumed by outdated
Blockchains [20], such as the layer-2-solutions
or the proof-of-authority (PoA) algorithm.

3

Some providers use regenerative energy sources
and even operate Blockchains in a CO2-neutral
manner. Thus, there is no need for a compromise
anymore. Companies can frequently use existing
infrastructure and hardware, as integration does
not need to be complex and require all new equipment, which costs a small fortune. In some cases,
if new purchases are inevitable, e.g., if computing
power needs to be expanded, consider the supply chain‘s sustainability and the longevity of the
equipment required.

Cost efficiency, scalability, and security

1. How scalable is the Blockchain?
2. How efficient is it? Is the required volume of data and actions sustainable?
3. How flexible is it? Can it meet all additional requirements?
4. Is it a cost-efficient solution? Could unforeseen costs come up like growing transaction fees?
5. How do they ensure that participants in the network only add reliable data and not feed the system with incorrect information that cannot be deleted or changed anymore?
6. What additional safety precautions are there?
Scalability matters most: some systems can
handle up to 200,000 transactions per second.
In comparison, the Bitcoin network only manages
about 7 transactions per second – despite its high
energy consumption.

Bridges to other Blockchain networks can also
significantly expand functionality. However, consider transaction fees: Are there ways to avoid
high fees when large amounts of accruing data
could overload the network?

Compare technical details of Blockchain platforms
with individual performance and network security
requirements and keep data intensity and energy
consumption low. Possible approaches include
light nodes, which can reduce the amount of data
stored on the Blockchain. Smart contracts can
also increase efficiency.

Finally, ask whether there are intelligent security
layers or filters to prevent fraud, e.g., innovative
validation steps so that users such as suppliers
can exclusively enter information that is secured
and correct.
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